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Museum Collection Documentation Procedures
Registration and  Cataloguing

Accessioning is the documentation process which includes the registration and cataloguing of the objects in a museum collection. (Sample forms are included in this document for your information.) These terms refer to the two procedures that take place after the decision has been made to accept an artifact(s) into your collection and a signed acquisition form has been received. 

The procedures are the same for both donations and purchases. Never register loans!

Registration:	The process of officially entering an artifact into the museum’s collection.

It is the procedure where most of the background information regarding the artifact is recorded and cross - referenced for easier access later.

It is recommend that only one person be responsible for this task.
			
An explanation of the system being used should be recorded, so that other people coming in afterwards will understand and follow the same procedure.


- Assign an unique catalogue number to each artifact by entering it in a       Registration Book

- Record the catalogue number on the signed  Donation / Purchase  form

- Prepare your Acquisition Source cards (Donor / Vendor cards and Object          Index card) (See examples which follow in this document.)

- Tag the artifact with the source’s name and acquisition date and place in a         temporary location to await cataloguing 



Registration

Assigning Catalogue Numbers



A catalogue or accession number is composed of two or three segments, each separated by a decimal point.

First segment: 	Represents the year in which the item is being registered. Use the four digits in the year's date. These digits change at the beginning of each calendar year.

Example:	2000.		represents the year 2000

Second segment:	Represents the number of the acquisition being registered for that particular year. An “acquisition” refers to an artifact or group of artifacts acquired from the same source, on the same date. These numbers begin at 1 and are sequential.

Example:	2000.1		represents the first acquisition to be                                                      registered in the year 2000


If the acquisition contains only one artifact, then the catalogue number is now complete.



Assigning Catalogue Numbers     (continued)



If an artifact is composed of a pair of objects or consists of more than one part (that would not usually be used alone) lower case letters are used to identify each component and are added to the end of the catalogue number.

Example:	2000.1 a-b		Pair of shoes
2000.2 a-c			Man's three-piece suit



If an object consists of more than 26 pieces, such as a chess game, then sets of double letters can be used to identify the pieces from 27 onwards.

Example:	2000.3 a-ee		Chess set consisting of 31 pieces 

2000.3 a			Chess board
2000.3 b-z		25 chess pieces
2000.3 aa-ee		5   chess pieces



If an artifact consists of a group or series of objects that compose a set (objects that are the same, but could be used alone) then numerals preceded by a dash are used to identify each piece within the set. Numbers start at 1 and are sequential.

Example:	2000.4 -1-6		Side plates, pink floral pattern (6)

 

Assigning Catalogue Numbers (continued)


If you have an object within a set that has component parts, then you use the dash and numbers followed by the lower case letters.


Example:	2000.4 -7 a-b - 9 a-b		Cups / saucers, pink floral pattern (3)

This example indicates that there are 3 matching cups (a) and saucers (b) that are part of the same set as the previous side plates.


If you have a box full of nails or a 100 piece jigsaw puzzle, you can number the parts (a) for the box, (b) for the lid and record the number of nails or jigsaw pieces as the contents of the box. Do not number the nails or jigsaw pieces. 


Example:	2000.5 a-b			Box / lid with jigsaw puzzle, landscape image



Third segment (if required):			Represents the identifying number for each artifact within an acquisition of more than one item. These numbers begin at 1 and are sequential.


Example:	2000.6.1			Table
2000.6.2 a-b		Pair of leather gloves
		  	2000.6.3 -1-8		Set of 8 dining-room chairs


Registration

Recording an Acquisition in a Registration Book



A new book, or section of a book, is started at the beginning of every calendar year.


For every artifact you		- Assign catalogue  number
- Write a brief description 
 					- Record the source's name
 	- Record the acquisition date / type of acquisition



Format chosen is entirely up to the individual museum.

Extra columns to indicate whether the item has been catalogued and/or photographed and for remarks concerning the acquisition are very useful.




Sample of a Page from a Registration Book


Cat. No.			Description						Source


999.1			Lady's navy blue straw hat		Gift Jan 2/1997	
Mrs Hilda White



999.2.1			Sealer's rifle				Purchase Mar 1/1999
Capt. John Black



999.2.2 a-b		Sealer's goggles in case		     "   "   "   "   "   " 



999.3.1 a-b		Pair of child's kid gloves		Gift Aug 4/1998	
Ms. Marie Walsh



999.3.2			Hooked mat, dog motif		   "   "   "   "   "   "



999.3.3 -1-6		Six side plates in "Willow" pattern      "   "   "   "   "



999.4 a-e			Pine chest of drawers			Purchase Dec 12 / 1998Rev. Ian Thomas




NOTE **	In the example above, the catalogue number begins with the first three digits of the year the artifact is being catalogued, not the year in which it was acquired.



Registration

Acquisition Source Cards



This refers to cross-referencing aids such as Donor and / or Vendor cards and Object Index cards.

A card is prepared for every donor or vendor. Every time that person donates or sells an item(s) to the museum, the acquisition is added to his / her card. The cards are filed alphabetically by surname.



-   Source’s name
-   Brief description of artifact(s)
-   Catalogue number
-  Acquisition date			



Registration
Donor Source Card


Doe, Jane, Dr.

Gift Agreement Date
Item (s)
Catalogue Number
Dec. 5, 1993
        Surgical Kit “Dr. J.S. King”
993.106 a-o
Feb. 25, 1995
        Assorted items (6)
995.4.1 - .6
Mar. 1, 1999
Nursing Rocking chair, wicker
      999.2











This example tells you that Dr. Jane Doe has donated items to the museum on three separate occasions. In order to find out what the 6 items are, you can look up the Gift Agreement form dated Feb. 25,1995. Then you can check your Registration Book to see if any of the items have been catalogued and / or photographed.





Registration

Vendor  Source  Card




Smith, Albert

Purchase Date
Item (s)
Catalogue Number
May 2, 1998
Boston  Rocking chair, pine
998.102


















This example tells you that Albert Smith has sold the museum one item and that was in 1998. The catalogue number tells you that the chair was registered in 1998 and it was the 102nd acquisition for that year.


Registration

Object  Index  Card  (Optional)

Method of keeping track of the type and quantity of artifacts in your collection.
		-  Object name and type
		-  Name of the source
		-  Acquisition date
		-  Brief description of artifact
		-  Catalogue number

Object Index Card


Chair, Rocking

Source
Acquisition       Date
Description
Catalogue        Number
Albert Smith
P. May 2, 1989
Boston Rocker
989.102
Dr. Jane Doe
G. Mar. 1, 1997
Nursery, white wicker


















This example shows that there are two rocking chairs in your collection. One of the rocking chairs was purchased from an Albert Smith in 1989 and the other was donated by Dr. Jane Doe in 1997.
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Cataloguing


 	Refers to the process where the physical, descriptive, historical, source and research data of the artifact are recorded.

Never Catalogue a Loan ! ! ! 

A catalogue record is completed for each artifact.

If an object has many parts, such as a sewing basket filled with notions, you would complete one catalogue record for the sewing basket, listing the contents in your description.

 For sets, such as dinnerware, you could complete a catalogue record for all the side plates and another for all the bowls.

Cataloguing Procedure:

1.	Complete the catalogue record

2.	Measure the artifact and add the dimensions to the catalogue record

3.	Permanently affix the catalogue number to the object

4.	Photograph the artifact

5.	File your catalogue record in numerical order according to catalogue number

6.	Write the catalogue number on your slide / photo and file in numerical order by catalogue number

Cataloguing


1.    Complete the Catalogue Record:

- Include as much data as you can.

- Try not to repeat your information in more than one field.

- Be consistent in your terminology. Use reference materials used by museums such as nomenclature data dictionaries.

- Object Name should contain the most basic term available, in singular form,      no adjectives ( i.e.  “chair” not “green wooden chair”)

- Object Type is used to identify the specific type / style of the object. Do not      enter the materials from which the object is made (i.e. “ladder back” not          “blue pine”)

 2.	Measure the Artifact:			

- Pick the type of linear measure you are going to use (inches / feet or         centimetres / metres) and be consistent.

- Measure the artifact as you think it might look on display. Make a notation if needed. i.e. the dress was measured on a dummy or the book was measured       closed.

- If there is more than one piece, measure the main component. i.e. for a          sewing box, you can give the dimensions just for the box. You don’t have to     measure each of the notions inside.

- For artifacts with more than one part, that are generally considered          “complete” when all the parts are together, ie: a teacup, give the overall          dimensions (ie. measure the cup on the saucer).



3.	Permanently Affixing the Catalogue Number: 


General guidelines:						

- Keep numbers as small and as inconspicuous as possible (the                      number should not stand out when the artifact is on display).

- Never use felt tip or ballpoint pens or inks that are not waterproof.

- Never use adhesives, sticky labels, staples or tape to attach the                   numbers.

- Be consistent in location of numbers on similar types of artifacts

- Avoid placing numbers on areas that receive much handling and wear





METHODS / MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR APPLYING NUMBERS


Group 1:	Ceramics, glass, bone, metal, shell, minerals

Never apply the number on any of these surfaces without first applying a protective coat of nail polish

Materials:		- Clear nail polish
- Straight nib pen and waterproof ink (black or white) or artist’s          sable hair brush (size 000 - 1) and artist’s red / white acrylic (not      oil) paint 

Method:		- Clean an inconspicuous area and cover with a thin band of polish
- When the polish has dried, write the number with pen and ink or     brush and paint	
- When dry, seal the area with another layer of polish


Group 2:		Textiles

Materials:		- White cotton seam binding / twill tape or white cotton fabric
- Laundry marker
- Pinking scissors
- Cotton thread
- Fine needle

Method:		- Write number on seam binding / twill tape or piece of cotton 
- Cut to a size of approx. 2" by 1/2" wide
- Hand sew one end of label to an inside seam near the neckband or    waistband; corner edge of flat textiles; interior of hats, gloves, etc.

Group 3:		Paper and Photographs


Materials:		- Pencil (nothing harder than 2H)

Method:		- Place a sheet of heavy paper underneath the area to be numbered     (to help prevent excess indentation of the object surface)
- Write the number on a corner on the back
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- Also write the number on back of any matting or frames present



Group 4:		Books

Materials:		- Pencil (nothing harder than a 2H)

Method:		- Write the number on lower right corner of back cover
   (if the cover is too dark, follow the same rule for the last page)



Group 5:		Watercolours, Prints, Journals, Illustrations, etc.

Materials:		- Pencil (nothing harder than 2H)

Method:		- Write the number on the upper right corner







Group 6:		Oil Paintings

Materials:		- Clear nail polish
- Straight nib pen and waterproof ink (black or white) or artist’s           sable hair brush (size 00-0) and artist’s red / white acrylic (not          oil) paint

Method:		- Clean an area on the back of the upper right or lower right edges      of the stretcher and cover with a thin band of nail polish
- When polish has dried, write the number upside down on upper         right edge with pen / ink or brush / paint
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- Write the same number right side up on lower edge
- When ink / paint is dry, seal the number with another coat of         polish
- Repeat the same method to number the frame


Group 7:		Baskets

Materials:		- Small paper tag with string
- Straight nib pen / waterproof ink or pencil

Method:		- Write number on tag
- Attach the tag to the artifact by looping through, or sewing the        tag onto the basket by putting the needle, in between, not        through, the fibres of the basket


Group 8:		Leather and Skins (semi or untanned)

Materials:		- Straight nib pen / waterproof ink (black or white)

Method:		- Write number as small as possible in an inconspicuous area

4.	Photograph  the Artifact

Catalogue photographs are primarily used as a cross-reference tool to help identify and record the image of the artifact. They do not have to be of publication quality, but the artifact and catalogue number should be clearly seen.

Recommended guidelines for photographing artifacts:

A 35mm camera is generally used. One with auto flash would eliminate the need for photography lights, but the quality of the image may suffer.

Colour slide film is recommended as slides retain their colour much longer than colour prints and are easier to store, file and retrieve. They can be stored in archival slide sheets which can be housed in a ordinary filing cabinet or a 3-ring binder. 

Photography set-up:

Choose an appropriate, plain background for the artifact. A medium grey is good.

Position the artifact as it would be displayed, so that the applied catalogue number is hidden and any distinguishing marks are visible.

If there is more than one piece to the artifact, i.e. a sewing kit, display all pieces so they can be easily distinguished. In the case of duplicate pieces as in a tea service, you need display only one example of each piece: i.e. 1 dinner plate, 1 cup / saucer.

If more than one shot is necessary to record any distinguishing features, do so.

Place an object such as a penny or ruler in the picture to give scale.

Write the catalogue number on a piece of card or paper, and place it near the artifact. Keep in mind that you have to be able to read this number when the slide has been developed.


5.	File the Catalogue Records 

- In numerical order by catalogue number




6.	Number and File Your Photographs

- Write the catalogue number on the slide’s matting with an indelible pen  or laundry marker, to ensure that the number will not wear off

- Place in archival sleeves 

- File in numerical order by catalogue number


